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against China was launched just 
before Xi’s state visit to Italy in 
March and the signing of a memo-
randum of understanding on the Belt 
and Road Initiative. Unprecedented 
falsehoods and threats were uttered, 
accusing China of pulling Italy, a G7 
country and founding member of the 
EU, away from the United States 
and stating that Italy would have no 
economic benefit from such cooper-
ation and would suffer damage to its 
international image.

An Alternative Idea
It is obvious that some circles, 

who owe their privileges to the “lib-
eral system of Western democracy,” 
which increased the gap between 
the rich and the poor beyond the 
pain barrier for more and more people, cannot over-
come their geopolitical point of view. But there is an 
increasing chorus of people, such as chief of the IFO 
Institute, a Munich-based research institution, and 
other members of the European Economic Advisory 
Group, who think that the fear of Chinese investment in 
Europe is exaggerated and that it is in Europe’s interest 
to attract more Chinese investment, not less.

Many middle-level entrepreneurs in Germany also 
think that European countries must cooperate with the 
Belt and Road Initiative.

Italy, on the other hand, has the potential to become 

the model for cooperation under the 
framework of the Belt and Road Ini-
tiative. Former Italian Minister of 
Economy and Finance Giulio Trem-
onti cited Italy as the door to the heart 
of Europe and said it could be the 
driver of Chinese-European coopera-
tion in the industrialization of the Afri-
can continent. The Chinese engineer-
ing firm Power China and the Italian 
firm Bonifica have already signed a 
memorandum of understanding for 
the realization of the biggest infra-
structure program in Africa, the Trans-
aqua Project, a canal system bringing 
water from the tributaries of the Congo 
River to refill Lake Chad and benefit 
the development of many neighboring 
countries.

The only realistic way for the 
presently divided Europe to unify again will be to coop-
erate with China. Not only through win-win coopera-
tion and in the joint development of third-party mar-
kets, but by bringing the rich heritage of European 
classical culture to the concert of nations. If European 
nations reconnect to their own cultural traditions, they 
don’t have to worry about China, instead we will have a 
dialogue of the best humanity has produced.
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Belt and Road Initiative: 
A Winning Idea of Space and Time
by Claudio Celani

April 21—One of the best descriptions of China’s Belt 
and Road Initiative (BRI) was provided by a former 
Italian government official, Ercole Incalza, in his blog, 
Stanze di Ercole. Incalza knows what he is talking 
about. For many years he was an infrastructure director 
for the Italian government and is considered one of the 
two founding fathers of the Italian High-Speed Railway 

(TAV). He was also a pioneer in promoting within the 
European Union (EU) what became the T-TEN (Trans-
European Network).

On March 22, the day Xi Jinping arrived in Italy, 
Incalza wrote an article describing the BRI as a project 
that “shifts the dimensions of space and time.”

China, Incalza wrote,
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is reinventing “the use of the world” and it is 
doing so by completely rethinking the consoli-
dated culture, now characterized by “blocs” cen-
tered on the United States, the European Union, 
Russia, the Middle East, Africa, Latin America, 
and so on. . . .

The new and shocking element is the changed 
approach to two dimensions, those of time and 
space. And the first question that is raised spon-
taneously by those who today are witness to 
these evolutions is related to how can we get to 
the economic area of Europe and Africa, to max-
imize and optimize the logic of trade and, in the 
case of the African continent, create conditions 
for the birth of production, trade, and logistic 
processes—how to make the Mediterranean a 
single logistics hub.

It might sound strange, but having proposed 
and already implemented a series of financing 
and action plans, having already signed a series 
of Memorandums of Understanding (MOUs) 
with several countries that are interested in the 
project, China is, in effect, at a point of no return, 
a strategic line that certainly disrupts the privi-

leged positions, which have for 
years divided the world into re-
inforced territorial spheres, un-
willing to challenge the power 
and relevance of those two di-
mensions, again: space and 
time. The distance now be-
tween the Chinese and the Eu-
ropean economic theatres is 18 
days by land routes and 40 
days by sea route. This repre-
sents the first big revolution ac-
complished by China and it has 
been accomplished not by 
drawing a vague future but by 
building a measurable project-
proposal.

What China is going to im-
plement in the next 15-20 
years will be the biggest cycle 
of infrastructural investments 
in a century: 900 projects, a 
trillion in investments, $780 
billion generated by trade 
among the countries involved, 

200,000 jobs. The BRI involves 65 countries in 
which 62% of the world population (4.5 billion 
people) lives and produces 30% of the global 
GDP.

Incalza makes a reference to the analogy with the 
Marshall Plan that rebuilt Europe after the war. How-
ever, at that time, the United States had no strategic al-
ternatives to reconstruction of the economy of its 
former enemies. This is different:

Not China. For the first time, China is attempting 
a plan that, as I said before, fully shifts the di-
mensions of time and space. The BRI is de-
signed, and is working, in a widespread frame-
work that exposes once more our 
provincialism—which is a losing proposition, 
dominated by our fears of abandoning the typi-
cal old schemes of short-term planning and 
short-sighted vision.

Incalza concludes in this polemical mode, address-
ing himself to the Trans-Atlantic critics of the Italian 
decision to sign the MOU with China.
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